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Morningstar U.S. Fund Flows: Bond Funds Keep Taking in Cash
Taxable-bond funds add a record $63.6 billion in January.
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Key Takeaways
× Fixed-income funds continued to take in assets in January, building upon a record 2019. Taxable-bond

funds collected a record $63.6 billion for the month, surpassing the old record of $59.5 billion set the
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month before. Taxable-bond flows accounted for nearly 77% of the $82.8 billion that entered long-term
funds in the period.
× Municipal-bond funds also posted record monthly inflows of $14.1 billion in January. The category

continues to benefit from investors seeking tax-free income.
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× The windfall for taxable- and muni-bond funds helped actively managed funds to their best month since

January 2018.
× Investors continued to abandon actively managed U.S. equity funds, however, to the tune of $30.6

billion for the month. Large-growth funds shed $9 billion. That category has had net redemptions every
calendar year since 2004.
× Vanguard's $42.8 billion haul was its second-highest monthly tally ever. Vanguard holds more than a

fourth of all long-term assets, up from 10% in 2000.
Investors Still Flocking to Bond Funds
Long-term mutual funds and exchange-traded funds gathered $82.8 billion in January--their best month
since January 2018. But the mix of recipients has shifted in two years. In January 2018, 46% of inflows
went to U.S. and international equity funds; in January 2020, however, those two categories combined
suffered net outflows. Instead, investors pumped money into fixed-income funds last month. The
taxable-bond group took in a record $63.6 billion, topping the previous record of $50.5 billion set only
one month prior. Those flows accounted for almost 77% of all long-term fund inflows in January.
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Exhibit 1 U.S. Category Flows
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Exhibit 2 U.S. Category Groups' 12-Month Asset Flows

Source: Morningstar Direct Asset Flows. Data as of Jan. 31, 2020. Excludes money-market flows.
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Exhibit 3 Estimated Net Flows by Active/Passive U.S. Category Groups
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Source: Morningstar Direct Asset Flows. Data as of Jan. 31, 2020. Excludes money-market funds.

The strong January marked 13 straight months of inflows into taxable-bond funds. Both actively and
passively managed funds in the category benefited. Actively managed taxable-bond funds raked in
$36.9 billion in January, their best showing since September 2009. Their passively managed
counterparts added $26.7 billion.
Exhibit 4 Monthly Flows for Taxable-Bond Funds (Active or Passive) since January 2009

Source: Morningstar Direct Asset Flows. Data as of Jan. 31, 2020.

Within the taxable-bond space, investors took interest in core strategies focused mostly on investmentgrade securities. Intermediate core-bond funds gathered $17.3 billion for the month, just shy of the
$17.4 billion record reached in January 2018. The intermediate core-plus category's $12.7 billion of
inflows was a record, beating the old mark of $10.9 billion set in December 2019.
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Records fell for municipal-bond funds, too, as investors continued to hunt for sources of tax-free income.
Their $14.1 billion in January inflows blew past the previous mark of $11.2 billion set in February 2019.
Prior to that, the last time muni flows hit $11 billion in a month was in September 2009 as the U.S.
began to recover from the global financial crisis. Funds in the muni national intermediate category fared
the best, pulling in $5.2 billion in January. That built upon a solid 2019, when the category led all muni
cohorts in total flows.
Meanwhile, U.S. equity funds had their worst month since February 2018, suffering $22.5 billion of
outflows. Some of this is likely due to portfolio rebalancing after a strong 2019 for U.S. equities overall.
Actively managed funds felt the most pain. More than $30 billion flowed out of those products;
conversely, passive options netted $7.9 billion.
International equity funds were a bright spot, taking in $18.7 billion--their best month of inflows since
February 2018. On a net basis, all the money went to passively managed funds. They garnered $20
billion in January while their active colleagues saw $1.2 billion in net redemptions. Investors generally
sought broad exposure to international equities. Vanguard Total International Stock Index was a top
recipient of passive-product inflows, amassing $4.8 billion during the month.
Among equity categories, U.S. large-growth funds had their third-worst outflows--$9 billion--since the
start of 2017. Investors' money has been exiting that style-box segment for a while now. The category
has had net redemptions every calendar year since 2004. Though its total net assets grew by nearly
137% to $1.9 trillion over that 16-year period, the outflows whittled large-growth funds' share of the
open-end/ETF universe from 16% in early 2004 to only 9% in January 2020.
Exhibit 5 Morningstar Categories with the Greatest Estimated Net Inflows and Outflows in January 2020

Source: Morningstar Direct Asset Flows. Data as of Jan. 31, 2020.
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Fund Families
Vanguard's $42.8 billion haul in January was its second-highest tally of long-term assets ever; in
January 2017, it took in $46 billion. With nearly $5.4 trillion of long-term assets in its open-end funds
and ETFs, Vanguard is the largest fund family, capturing more than a fourth of market share (compared
with just 10% in 2000). A couple of its broad index funds powered the firm's impressive flows in January.
Vanguard 500 Index had $7.1 billion of inflows--the most for any single fund for which Morningstar
collected data in January--followed by Vanguard Total Bond Market Index's $5.4 billion.
Exhibit 6 Estimated Net Flows for the Top 10 U.S. Fund Families (by Assets)

Source: Morningstar Direct Asset Flows. Data as of Jan. 31, 2020. Excludes money market funds.

Exhibit 7 Vanguard's Monthly Long-term Flows since January 2014

Source: Morningstar Direct Asset Flows. Data as of Jan. 31, 2020.

The iShares family took in the second-highest amount behind Vanguard. The predominantly passive
shop gathered $12.9 billion of long-term assets in January. Coupled with the $4.5 billion of flows into
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BlackRock funds during the month, the combined $17.4 billion of inflows for BlackRock/iShares was less
than half Vanguard's net inflows.
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Fidelity's run of healthy inflows continued in the wake of introducing some zero-fee funds in summer
2019. The firm added $6 billion in long-term assets in January--its 13th-straight month of inflows.
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Invesco topped the list of firms with the heaviest outflows as it struggled to digest its acquisition of
Oppenheimer. Invesco's funds saw an estimated $2.8 billion in net redemptions in January. The firm has
had net outflows in 14 of 16 months since it announced its merger with Oppenheimer in October 2018.
Exhibit 8 Funds with the Greatest Estimated Monthly Net Inflows and Outflows

Source: Morningstar Direct Asset Flows. Data as of Jan. 31, 2020.

Note: The figures in this report were compiled on Feb. 12, 2020 and reflect only the funds that had
reported net assets by that date. As of this date, Artisan had not yet reported net assets for its funds.
The figures in both the commentary and the extended tables are survivorship-bias-free. This report
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includes both mutual funds and exchange-traded funds, but not funds of funds unless specifically
stated. It does not include collective investment trusts or separate accounts.
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Important methodology note: Morningstar computes flows using the approach that is
standard in the industry: Estimated net flow is the change in assets not explained by the
performance of the fund. Our method assumes that flows occur uniformly over the course of
the month. Adjustments for mergers are performed automatically. When liquidated funds are
included, the final assets of the fund are counted as outflows. Reinvested dividends are not
counted as inflows. We use fund-level reinvestment rates to improve accuracy in this respect.
We make ad hoc adjustments for unusual corporate actions such as reverse share splits, and
we overwrite our estimates with actual flows if managers are willing to provide the data to us.
Please click here for a full explanation of our methodology. K
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